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Description
An original and timely collection on emerging architectures and challenges of global governance.

‘In this provocative book, a number of distinguished scholars offer an encouraging assessment of how power is being redistributed in the age of globalization. As such, the book goes beyond simple claims that globalization is about westernizing the world to show how countries that have not been international powerhouses nonetheless are able to use globalization to define a larger international role for themselves.’ —Professor Robert Cox, Founder Director of the European Union Center at the University of Oklahoma, Co-Editor of the journal Governance

‘Offers an innovative blend of conceptual insight and policy proposals. Ashwani Kumar and Dirk Messner have brought together an impressive group of contributors in a collection that looks beyond the immediacy of the financial crisis to a more comprehensive agenda based on global public goods. The building blocks for an inventive “new deal” are laid out not only in terms of substantive detail, but procedurally with respect to a transformed relationship between South and North. Ambitiously crafted, this book points towards a world that the editors argue convincingly is more possible than commonly contemplated.’ —Andrew F. Cooper, Associate Director and Distinguished Fellow of the Centre for International Governance Innovation, and Professor of Political Science at the University of Waterloo, Canada

Power Shifts and Global Governance: Challenges from South and North presents an eclectic theoretical framework for emerging architectures of global governance through examining country and regional case studies from the perspective of ‘great power shifts’ in the twenty-first century. The book analytically and empirically explores the role of global civil society, discusses the implications of the rise of India and China, analyses regional security issues in Latin America and the Middle East, and develops proposals for possible summit and UN reforms.

Readership: Students, researchers and scholars of Global Governance, International Relations, Political Economy, Foreign Policy; policy makers; government officials; specialized media; NGOs and civil society leaders worldwide.
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